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table of contents ... supreme court's certiorari jurisdiction: cue theory, in judicial decision-making (glendon
schubert ed., 1963). other scholars have looked for the source of judicial preferences in public opinion. see thomas
r. marshall, public opinion and the the unanimous decisions of the supreme court of canada as ... - schubert
(1965) was the first to develop a well-delineated theory of judicial decision- making based on a systematic
analysis of the divided decisions of the u.s. supreme court. his quantitative analysis of judicial processes: some
... - two kinds of relationships: first, the relation of judicial decision making to pre-decision situation factors; and
second, the relationship between the validity or correctness of collegial decision making and the number of
decision makers in-volved. book review: the judicial mind revisited, by glendon schubert - as first suggested
by the judicial realists, but in highly general, unsystematic terms. schubert began by suggesting a range of
behavioural methods for studying judicial decision-making which included pritchett's bloc analysis,8 guttman
scalograms, varieties of content analysis, and game theory.4 he friends of the supreme court: interest groups
and judicial ... - perception of judicial decisionmaking. in his account, democratic input into the judicial arena
exists. it is fostered through the activity of interest groups as amicus curiae (latin for Ã¢Â€Â˜Ã¢Â€Â˜friends of
the courtÃ¢Â€Â™Ã¢Â€Â™). in friends of the supreme court: interest groups and judicial decision making,
collins demonstrates how popular interests are decision-making - deepblueb.umich - decision. rationalizations
oriented to-ward the social order were likely to stress the probationerÃ¢Â€Â™s criminal behavi-or or his
behavior in violating probation and its effects on others. 3 stuart c. nagel, "off-the-bench judicial attitudes,"
judicial decision-making, schubert, supra note 1, pp. 29-53. reputation, compliance, and judicial decision
making - reputation, compliance, and judicial decision making giri parameswaran y november 3, 2014 very
preliminary & incomplete abstract courts play an important role in adjudicating disputes. however, in most
jurisdiction, courts are not empowered to enforce their own decisions, and face the very real prospect of having
their decisions ignored. the role of case complexity in judicial decision making. - ideology and judicial decision
making prominent models the function of ideology is viewed quite differently by the prominent political science
models of judging. in the attitudinal model articulated by segal and spaeth (1993, 2002), ideology is the central
explanatory factor for judicial decision making on the u.s. supreme court.
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